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May 12, 2016
City of Big Rapids and Big Rapids DDA
226 North Michigan Avenue
Big Rapids, Michigan 49307
RE:

Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update 2016

HyettPalma, Inc., is pleased to present to you the following report titled Big
Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update 2016.
This document is the result of a process undertaken by HyettPalma, Inc., to
revisit, refocus, and recharge the Big Rapids Downtown enhancement effort by
updating the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006. The 2006 blueprint was
completed by HyettPalma as part of the Cool Cities Blueprints for Michigan’s
Downtowns technical assistance program offered by the Michigan State Housing
Development Authority.
We thank you for the opportunity to work once again with the Big Rapids
community and to be a part of your continuing efforts to further strengthen
Downtown Big Rapids. We hope you will keep us informed of your success and
know that – as always – HyettPalma stands ready to assist in any way as you
proceed with the Big Rapids Downtown enhancement effort.
Sincerely,

Doyle G. Hyett

Dolores P. Palma
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Project Overview
In 2006, in association with the Cool Cities Initiative of the Michigan State
Housing Development Authority, the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006
was completed by HyettPalma, Inc. In 2016, after ten-years of actively and
diligently implementing the 2006 Downtown Blueprint, the City of Big Rapids
contracted with HyettPalma to update the blueprint.
The purpose of updating the City’s Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006 was
to:


Review progress and identify gaps that have occurred as the blueprint
was implemented over the last ten years;



Re-gauge local opinion about the Downtown enhancement effort to date,
as well as to revisit the community’s concerns and aspirations for
Downtown’s future;



Refocus, as necessary, the actions that need to be taken over the next
five-years to further enhance Downtown Big Rapids;



Recharge the Downtown enhancement effort and all those involved in that
effort; and



Recommend specific actions that should be taken over the next five-years
to move Downtown Big Rapids forward in attaining the economic
potentials facing Downtown.

The Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update 2016, contained in these pages,
presents the findings and recommendations that resulted from revisiting
Downtown Big Rapids and the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006.
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Accomplishments in Downtown Big Rapids
Since 2006
Tremendous strides have been made in the further enhancement of Downtown,
consistent with the recommendations of the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint
2006.
Following is a listing of some of the most notable accomplishments in Downtown
during the last 10 years.


The City received a blight removal grant, which was used to purchase and
demolish a vacant, dilapidated former Chinese restaurant across Michigan
Avenue from City Hall.



The Downtown Farmers Market was started and has grown to be very
successful -- operating on Tuesdays from 1-6 and Fridays from 8-2,
coupled with Downtown concerts that have also grown in popularity.



The City-wide Festival of the Arts was started. The Festival runs the
entire month of February and has events on every day of the month. The
2016 festival presented 72 events in 29 days. Events are held all over the
community, with many in Downtown.



Public art was installed in Downtown. Currently there are installations at
City Hall, Artworks, Mitchell Creek Park and Pocket Park.



Fiberglass Bulldogs (the FSU mascot) were decorated and displayed all
over the community and many are still displayed Downtown.



Over $2,000,000 has been invested in Downtown, including Michigan
Avenue streetscape (trees, sidewalks, LED lights in trees, electrical
outlets, banners), installation of distinctive wayfinding signs, several
façade improvements, Pocket Park renovations, and the remodeling of the
Artworks building.



New plantings were installed Downtown, including 62 hanging flower
baskets placed throughout Downtown.
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A $1,000,000 renovation of the library, located adjacent to Downtown, was
completed.



An $800,000 enhancement of the streetscape on Maple Street was
completed.



Collaborations with Ferris State University have continued to ensure a
close town/gown relationship.



Representatives of the Downtown Business Association, Downtown
Development Authority, Chamber of Commerce and Convention and
Visitors Bureau were placed on each other’s boards, to ensure good
synergy between the organizations.



An electric car charging station and bike repair stand were installed in
Downtown.



Improvement of Mitchell Creek Park continues, with assistance from Ferris
State University, to encourage better usage of the park and to ensure
better connectivity to Downtown.



Historic markers were placed on several Downtown buildings.



A great number of dynamic new businesses were opened in Downtown,
including the Blue Cow, Selfies, Raven Brewery, Good Dog Bakery, Three
Girls Bakery, Crankers Restaurant and Brewery, This & That, radio
station, Home Town Pharmacy, Lake and Lodge Realty, Pazsians
Boutique, Nawal’s Mediterranean Eatery Gourmet Cupcakes & Deserts,
and the soon-to-open Red Fox Market centrally located on Michigan
Avenue.
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Course of Action
It is clear from the previous chapter that great strides have been made in
Downtown since completion of the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006.
Today, Downtown Big Rapids is much more appealing physically, has a greater
number of strong and enticing businesses, and generates a higher level of
community pride than a decade ago.
In 2006, Downtown was facing a wide-range of issues including aesthetics,
special events, public safety, attitudes regarding its image, and more. This widerange of issues necessitated actions that were broad in scope.
Today however, as a result of the accomplishments realized over the past tenyears, Downtown enhancement actions taken to further strengthen Downtown
Big Rapids must be much more focused in nature. The time has come to:


Narrow attention to addressing key priorities;



Turn the considerable local passion for Downtown into focused action; and



Focus local resources (time, energy, funds) on actions that will catapult
Downtown on to the next level of economic success.

HyettPalma has specifically crafted the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint
Update 2016 so that the above can be accomplished.
It should be noted that discussions held locally to complete the Big Rapids
Downtown Blueprint Update 2016 revealed five broad categories of concern
regarding Downtown’s future. These were:
 Business development;
 Marketing;
 Connectivity;
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 Physical improvements; and
 Housing.
While all of these topics should be addressed, HyettPalma recommends that the
following two be made top priorities at this time:


Business development; and



Marketing.

Doing so is very important, since focusing on and making strides in the above
two areas will allow the community to further strengthen Downtown’s economy,
appeal, and customer base as quickly as possible.

Top Priorities
The following actions should be taken to address the recommended top
Downtown priorities – business development and marketing.

1. Business Development
Strengthening Downtown’s businesses and business mix must be a major focus
of the Downtown enhancement effort over the next five- to seven-years. This
should involve the following.
Destination
The community very much desires to make Downtown more of a compelling
destination for customers, business prospects, and investors. This should be
accomplished by building on the economic niche – or brand – that has begun to
take hold in Downtown over the last ten years. This is:


A quality collection of food, art, retail boutiques, and entertainment
venues;



In a walkable, safe, and appealing historic setting;



Providing a unique experience; and
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Attracting local residents, FSU (students, parents, faculty, administration,
visitors), residents of the region, and area visitors.

Appropriate Additional Businesses for Downtown
Based on an examination of current business operations in Downtown, an
examination of business operations throughout the trade area, and findings of the
leakage analysis presented in the last section of this update – and consistent
with Downtown’s economic niche -- the following types of new businesses should
be sought for Downtown:


Furniture and home furnishings ($3,179,059 in sales leaking annually from
the Big Rapids trade area);



Electronics and appliances ($15,968,223 annual leakage);



Specialty foods ($8,386,351 annual leakage – please note that the new,
soon to open Red Fox Market has the opportunity to capture a portion of
this leakage);



Health and personal care ($2,998,027 leaking annually);



Clothing, shoes, jewelry, luggage and leather goods ($11,699,273 leaking
annually); and



Food service and drinking places ($22,211,974 current inflow of sales to
the trade area annually, which indicates that dining and drinking are
desirable, pronounced products in the trade area and products for which
Downtown Big Rapids is becoming known. It is likely that as more dining
and drinking establishments are developed in or near Downtown, the trade
area’s draw will also increase).

Although not specifically referenced in the leakage analysis, certainly art and
entertainment venues should be maintained and expanded, since consumers
appear to embrace these uses in Downtown Big Rapids.
Offices should continue to be sought for upper floor building space on Michigan
Avenue and on any level throughout the balance of Downtown.
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Existing Downtown businesses should also seek to capture dollars leaking from
the community, which would negate the need to seek outside businesses.
Business Recruitment Strategy
A clear and aggressive business recruitment strategy is needed in order to
further create Downtown’s economic niche, or brand. The recommended
strategy is shown below.
 Walk-Ins
All business prospects (or their agents), who express an interest in locating
Downtown should be directed to the recruitment strategy’s point-person. That
person should be the Downtown Business Association (DBA) Director. If the
DBA Director is not available (since that is currently a part-time position), the
prospect/agent should be directed to the Big Rapids Assistant City Manager – or
their designee.
Naming a point-person, who all prospects should go to or be directed to, will
allow clear channels of communication to be established and accurate
information to be provided.
Through the point-person, prospects should be:


Given the market analysis information included in this document;



Provided with information about Downtown locations for lease/sale;



Accompanied on a Downtown walk-through;



Introduced to other successful Downtown business owners; and



Encouraged to contact the owners/agents of available Downtown
property.

The point-person should follow-up with prospects to provide any additional
information or assistance needed to help them make their decision regarding
Downtown as a business location.
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 Outreach
A concerted effort should be made to entice successful, well-established
businesses to open a business in Downtown. This should be done by:


Identifying existing, strong businesses that are compatible with the
economic niche/brand being created in Downtown;



Contacting and meeting with the owners of those businesses; and



Taking the same steps recommended above for working with walk-in
prospects – providing necessary information, walking Downtown,
providing introductions to Downtown business owners, and followingup with prospects.

Appropriate, successful, well-established business owners should be sought
from:


Throughout Big Rapids;



Throughout the Big Rapids trade area; and



Other Michigan Downtowns.

At a minimum, Downtowns from which business prospects should be sought
include:


Ann Arbor;



East Lansing;



Mt. Pleasant;



Ypsilanti;



Manistee;



Grand Rapids;
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Saugatuck; and



Douglas.

Business prospects should be encouraged to establish a presence in Downtown
Big Rapids by:


Relocating to Downtown;



Opening an additional business in Downtown – of the type they now
operate; and/or



Opening an additional business Downtown – that is of a different type
from their current business, but that also “fits” Downtown’s economic
niche.

 Pending Vacancies
As part of the business recruitment strategy, the point person must work closely
with owners of Downtown commercial property. This is important in order to:


Learn well in advance when leases will expire and spaces might
become vacant; and



Help willing property owners – especially on Michigan Avenue – lease
their first floor spaces to businesses that will strengthen Downtown’s
economic niche.

 New Buyers
There will be times when successful owners decide to close their Downtown
businesses. It is very important for the point person to work closely with these
owners – especially when their business is of a type that strengthens
Downtown’s economic niche – to help them find an appropriate buyer. Doing so
will allow Downtown to retain its strong businesses, and foot traffic, despite losing
the current owners.
Movie Theater
Downtown is fortunate to have a 4-screen movie theater serving as an anchor on
its main street. The community values its Downtown movie theater while also
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being concerned about its future. The following steps should be taken to address
this issue.


The Downtown Partnership (recommended later in this document)
should contact the theater’s owner.



The theater owner should be asked their intent regarding the building’s
future – will they retain ownership or sell it to new owners?



If they intend to retain ownership, the current owner should be urged to
reinvest in the building and in the theater itself to make it a high quality
venue.



If they intend to sell the theater, new owners should be sought who
would operate it as a multi-use entertainment venue (for film, plays,
music, etc.).

Business Hours
As additional food and entertainment venues – and FSU students –are attracted
to Downtown, it will evolve into more and more of a nocturnal destination. As this
occurs, Downtown’s retail boutiques and art venues should also evolve, keeping
later evening hours to take advantage of Downtown’s evening foot traffic. Not
doing so would be a very great missed opportunity to capture additional revenue.
In addition, as Downtown becomes more of a thriving destination overall, its
business owners should consider staying open additional hours on weekends.
Many Downtown business owners throughout the nation have long indicated that
Saturday all-day and Sunday afternoons are some of the most profitable hours of
operation, for many reasons, but primarily because consumers and families have
much more free time during the weekend to shop, dine, and frequent Downtown.
Business owners in Downtown Petoskey, Traverse City, Ann Arbor, Grand
Haven, Charlevoix, Saugatuck, and many, many other successful Downtowns
throughout Michigan can attest to this fact.
Future Opportunity Site
A vacant building adjacent to City Hall – a former furniture store – is currently the
largest and most visible building vacancy in Downtown Big Rapids. Every effort
should be made to assist the owner of the building through the business
recruitment effort – if the owner of the building desires assistance – to find an
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appropriate tenant for the building. Ideally, the tenant would be a furniture or
home furnishings store, since the closing of the previous furniture store leaves a
sizable gap in Downtown’s business mix. And according to the Downtown
leakage analysis over $3,100,000 in furniture and home furnishings sales are
currently going to other communities, or leaking from the trade area. And if
appliances and electronic products were added to the furniture business, the
leakage in sales from the trade area that could be potentially captured would be
substantially higher, at almost $20,000,000. This noted leakage can be found in
the Retail Marketplace report attached at the end of this document.
It should be noted that many older, large buildings, like the vacant furniture store
building, in a Downtown or any commercial center are often difficult to rent or sell
– to desirable businesses -- because they are too large for contemporary
retailing. And, many of the buildings are in such a condition that rendering them
operable is often too costly. And many of the buildings are designed for past
shopper desires in a Downtown setting with vast amounts of parking in front of
buildings that are setback from the street wall and thereby conflicting with the
zero lot line character of other buildings, particularly in a traditional Downtown
environment where pedestrian foot traffic is sought – like Downtown Big Rapids.
If it proves too difficult to rent or sell this particular building, consideration should
be given to selling the property to a qualified developer to construct a new
building or buildings to attract more contemporary and appropriate Downtown
businesses.
If this were to take place, the new structures should be constructed at the
sidewalk line of Michigan Avenue, which is zero lot line development. The
project should entail building a mixed-use structure, with retail on the first floor
and housing, lodging, and/or offices on the upper floors. Adequate parking to
meet the development’s needs should be placed at the rear of the new structure.
If the site is redeveloped in this manner, the City should offer the former Chinese
restaurant site – directly across Michigan Avenue from City Hall – to the
developer to complete a similar, compatible project on that site, with retail on the
first floor and housing, lodging and/or offices in the upper floors and with
adequate parking in the rear or underground.
If the site is to be redeveloped, and if the owner of the vacant furniture store
desires, the City should make every effort to participate in seeking a qualified
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developer for both the vacant furniture store and the former Chinese restaurant
sites.
Abatements
If tax abatements are offered in Downtown, it is suggested that they be used
very, very sparingly. This is suggested since:

2.



Downtown’s economy is healthy and will only become more so in the
near future;



Tax abatements negate the Tax Increment Financing District that has
been created in Downtown, by giving away the increments rather than
allowing them to accrue and be used for needed Downtown
improvements; and



There appears to be a great desire locally to “increase our tax base” –
yet abatements essentially give away tax increases that are realized,
thus leaving the City with stagnant revenues from Downtown.

Marketing

At this time, focusing on marketing Downtown is equally important as focusing on
Downtown business development. The Downtown marketing campaign should
include the following elements.
Special Events
A number of special events are held in Downtown throughout the year, ranging
from signature events (such as the Festival of the Arts) to “serial events” (such as
Magic on Michigan).
Events are important, since they draw people to Downtown and expose them to
Downtown’s businesses, offerings, and unique appeal. However, planning and
holding special events is very time consuming and labor-intensive. Therefore, it
is better to hold a small number of special events that attract large numbers, than
to hold numerous events that draw few people.
A review should be conducted of Downtown’s current special events to ensure
that all are of high quality and attract large crowds. Those that meet this test
should be continued and grown each year. Those that do not, should be
discontinued.
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Web Sites
Currently, three primary organizations are involved in marketing Downtown.
They are the Downtown Business Association (DBA), the Mecosta County
Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB), and the Mecosta County Area Chamber of
Commerce. Each of these entities currently has a web site, which should be
used to more effectively and diligently market Downtown, in the following
manner.


The CVB web site should feature Downtown via a short video that
portrays Downtown as a fun, unique, bustling destination for dining,
shopping, and enjoying art and live entertainment. Doing so is in the
CVB’s best interest, since a Downtown such as Big Rapids’ can
certainly entice visitors to spend a day and spend the night, thereby
putting “heads in beds.”



The Chamber of Commerce should include the same Downtown video
on its web site. This would be in the Chamber’s best interest, since it
has been shown that a healthy Downtown can stimulate economic
development throughout its city and region.



The DBA web site should present Downtown as the upbeat, fun, and
exciting destination it has become. This should be done using short
videos, invigorating music, photos of crowds on Downtown streets and
at its sidewalk tables, and with written pieces that are short and fun to
read. The web site should also include a list of all Downtown
businesses along with a map showing their locations, phone numbers,
and web site links.



The CVB and Chamber web sites should provide links to the DBA web
site.

It is understood that the Mecosta County Economic Development Corporation
and FSU are not responsible for marketing Downtown Big Rapids. However, it
would be in the best interest of both entities to link their web sites to the DBA’s,
since the CEOs of industries and corporations routinely consider the economic
health of a Downtown as one of their location criteria. And, universities have
found that a great Downtown can be used as a very effective marketing tool for
attracting students and attracting/retaining faculty.
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Social Media Marketing
The DBA, and every Downtown business owner, should consider using a variety
of social media platforms (FaceBook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube channel, etc.)
to market their businesses and Downtown as a whole. Ideally, this social media
marketing would:


Be of very high quality;



Add value by including content that goes beyond simply pitching a
business or Downtown;



Engages viewers/followers in conversations; and



Entertain, surprise, and amuse those who “tune in” to encourage them
to return for the long-term.

Downtown Brochure
The DBA produces a printed Downtown brochure, with funding from the
Downtown Development Authority (DDA). The current brochure is large in format
and contains a considerable amount of information.
When next updated, the Downtown brochure should be redesigned as a glossy,
professional, one-panel “lure brochure” that can be placed in the information
racks of area lodging facilities, area attractions, and regional CVB locations – at a
minimum. The brochure should also be distributed at special events
The new brochure should:


Be made eye-catching, with dynamic photos that show Downtown at its
best;



Contain attention grabbing headlines;



Be easy to read thanks to short and engaging text;



Include a “call to action,” telling brochure readers what you want them
to do;
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Direct readers to the DBA web site and/or social media accounts; and



Be perceived as worth keeping by those who select it from information
racks.

Signage
By contracting with local professionals, the City has created a very visually
appealing wayfinding sign system within and leading to Downtown. Now, there
appears to be great interest locally in augmenting that system in order to draw
additional motorists (potential customers) to Downtown.
This should be
accomplished in the following manner.


The monument sign, which has been placed on Perry Street to direct
motorists to Downtown, should be made more visible by raising its
height to make it taller, by lighting it for evening viewing, and by placing
a piece of eye-catching public art near the sign.



The Downtown Partnership, recommended below, should contact the
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) to explore the
possibility of having a sign placed on Highway 131 that informs
motorists of which exit to use to reach Downtown Big Rapids.



As funds allow, additional signs should be erected to lead motorists
from 131 into Downtown. These signs should be compatible in design
with the wayfinding sign system.

In addition, the City should conduct a review of signage throughout Downtown to
remove any signs that have become redundant due to the wayfinding system and
to make sure all regulatory signs are in their appropriate locations.
Hospitality Training
Big Rapids is fortunate to have a number of lodging facilities within its city limits.
Guests of these facilities provide an important potential customer base for
Downtown, as well as for the area’s attractions. Therefore, it is suggested that
the CVB provide hospitality training for “front line employees” – such as front
desk personnel – whom guests are most likely to ask for restaurant suggestions
or for info about “what is there to do in Big Rapids.” This training should include
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resource information about Downtown’s shops, restaurants, art venues,
entertainment venues, and events.
In addition, consideration should be given to extending hospitality training to
others who might receive similar questions from their customers – such as
restaurant and gas station employees.
Ferris State University (FSU)
The students, parents, faculty, administration, and visitors of FSU constitute a
significant potential market for Downtown. To cultivate those in that market –
and make them more aware of all Downtown offers – the following steps are
suggested.


Focus groups should be held with FSU students to learn what they
enjoy and don’t enjoy about Downtown at this time, and what could be
done to increase their Downtown patronage;



Similarly, separate focus groups should be held with members of FSU
faculty and administration.



Rather than telling students about Downtown during Orientation,
students should be taken to Downtown, given a tour of Downtown’s
businesses, and offered on-site specials.



Students should be encouraged and enticed to become involved in
Downtown in all ways possible. This will help students develop a
connection with – and feel connected to – Downtown. This could take
the form of offering student internships, creating student involvement in
special events, and having students sit on the boards of Downtown
organizations – as is now done by the DBA.

Teamwork
To best market Downtown, teamwork will be needed among the DBA, Chamber
of Commerce, CVB, FSU, and City Hall. Those within each entity who are
responsible for marketing should come together, discuss a timeline for
implementing the above actions, determine roles and responsibilities, and take
aggressive action. Again, it is in the best interest of each – the DBA, Chamber,
CVB, FSU, and City Hall – for Big Rapids to have a Downtown that is as
economically strong as possible.
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Additional Actions
While the resources of time, staff, volunteers, energy, and funds should be
focused on the two priority areas discussed above, the following additional
actions should also be taken as resources allow.

1. Physical Improvements
Significant, high quality physical improvements have been made in Downtown
over the last ten years. Now, the following (much smaller and less costly)
improvements should be completed.
Connectivity
Connections should be established between Downtown and the following
community assets.
 Riverwalk
The river and Riverwalk are great assets that should be more fully connected to
Downtown. This should be done by creating a walk – with signage -- between
the two along Maple.
 Mitchell Creek Park
Park improvements and connections to Downtown are now in the planning stage
and should be implemented as quickly as possible.
 Bikes
Bike lanes should be created in Downtown where streets are wide enough.
Where bike lanes cannot be created – due to road width – “Share the Road”
decals should be added to Downtown’s streets.
 FSU
Warren Street should act as a bike/walk connector between FSU and Downtown.
Use of this route should be encouraged via signage and well-maintained walks
and street lighting that is aimed downward in order to not adversely impact those
who live on Warren.
Adjacent Neighborhood
Downtown and its adjacent neighborhoods should become more mutually
beneficial to each other. To accomplish this, Downtown should provide what
residents need/want so they are more willing to support Downtown. In addition,
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the City should seek any available State resources that can be used to improve
housing adjacent to Downtown, where needed.
Historic District
During discussions held to define the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint 2006,
the community expressed a strong desire to retain Downtown’s history, small
town feel, and older architecture. The same was found during completion of the
Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update 2016. There also appears to be a
continued desire locally to see Downtown’s older building façades treated in a
way that respects their architecture.
Today, as in 2006, listing on the National Register of Historic Places remains a
prestigious designation that can effectively be used to market a Downtown.
Having one’s building listed WILL NOT result in being told what to do with or to
that building. Instead, listing affords the building owner access to historic tax
credits when the owner chooses to invest in the structure.
And as in 2006, the only way to ensure that Downtown’s façades are not
modernized or “improved” in a way that lessens their historic character, is to
create a local historic district in Downtown. Typically, local historic district
designation comes with review of exterior changes an owner chooses to make to
façades that are visible from the public right-of-way. Again, owners are not told
they MUST invest in their properties. Review only kicks-in when an owner
CHOOSES to make exterior improvements that require a building permit.
It has been found that National Register designation provides added value to a
property through prestige and recognition. It has been found that local historic
district designation increases the property value of historic buildings, by ensuring
that their integrity is not lost.
If it is determined by the community that Downtown’s small town charm and
architectural assets are worth saving and preserving, then both designations
should be given serious consideration.
Future Anchors
There is talk locally of creating additional assets that will serve the entire
community, such as a community recreation center and a performance space. If
these developments are brought to fruition, they should be located in or in
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immediate proximity to Downtown. Doing so will strengthen Downtown’s position
as the hub of the community, a gathering place for all, and a vibrant destination.

2. Management
The following management recommendations are offered to ensure the timely
and quality implementation of the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update
2016.
Downtown Partnership
At the start of this project, HyettPalma requested that the City of Big Rapids
create a broad-based, representative Steering Committee to help define issues
that should be addressed by the Big Rapids Downtown Blueprint Update
2016. Now, it is suggested that the Steering Committee evolve into the Big
Rapids Downtown Partnership. This group would provide the active leadership
needed to ensure implementation of the Downtown Blueprint – and would
ensure that implementation proceeds with maximum participation, coordination,
and communication of all those who must be involved. The Downtown
Partnership should meet at least 2 to 3 times a year.
Chamber of Commerce
There has been some discussion locally regarding whether the Mecosta County
Area Chamber of Commerce should become the Big Rapids Chamber of
Commerce. While HyettPalma will leave that to local determination, it should be
noted that – whether or not this change occurs – there will always be a need for
the DBA and the Downtown Partnership to continue their work, and for the
Chamber to be actively involved in the Downtown enhancement effort.
Adopt
As in 2006, it is suggested that the DBA, DDA, and TIFA adopt the Big Rapids
Downtown Blueprint Update 2016 as the official game plan for Downtown.
And, once again, it is hoped that the Big Rapids City Commission will adopt this
document as the Downtown element of the City’s comprehensive plan.
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Market Characteristics for
Big Rapids Core Based Statistical Area
Following is new information related to the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics and spending patterns and spending potential of consumers living
in the Big Rapids Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA). For the purposes of this
update, this geographic area is considered Downtown Big Rapids Primary Trade
Area.
A CBSA is a new and more concise designation for Big Rapids.
A CBSA is a U.S. geographical area defined by the Office of Management and
Budget that centers on an urban center of at least 10,000 people and adjacent
areas that are socio-economically tied to the urban center by commuting. The
Office of Management and Budget released the new standards in July 2015.
The CBSA is a more conservative trade area than was defined for the 2006
blueprint. However, the new geographical classification will enable a more
accurate examination of evolving demographic, socio-economic and spending
patterns of Big Rapids households, since future market characteristics will be
compiled and presented consistent with the CBSA defined area. This will provide
a much more accurate level of benchmark data used to examine past market
activity and future market potential.
The attached reports for the Big Rapids trade area include:



Demographic and Income Profile; and
Retail Marketplace Profile.

Several significant findings of the attached new market information include the
following.


The Big Rapids primary trade area currently contains approximately
43,294 residents and 16,436 households.



The average annual household income for those living in the Big Rapids
primary trade area is $49,590 and is projected to increase to $57,097 by
2020.
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The total estimate annual income of households in the trade area is
approximately $815,000,000 and is projected to increase to approximately
$948,000,000 by 2020.



The attached Retail Marketplace Profile displays the amount of sales
leakage occurring in the Big Rapids trade area. The column titled “Retail
Gap” indicates the amount of sales leakage or surplus. A positive number
means that sales are leaking from the trade area for a particular industry
group. A negative number indicates a surplus of retail sales for a
particular industry group, meaning customers are being drawn from
outside to the trade area, which is considered inflow – the opposite of
leakage.



At this time, trade area sales are leaking in the following industry groups:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Automobile dealers;
Furniture stores;
Home furnishings stores;
Electronic and appliance stores;
Lawn and garden equipment and supply stores;
Beer, wine and liquor stores;
Health and personal care stores;
Clothing stores;
Shoe stores;
Sporting goods, hobby and musical instrument stores;
General merchandise stores;
Miscellaneous store retailers;
Electronic shopping and mail order houses;
Vending machine operators;
Direct selling establishments;
Special food services; and
Drinking places.

Approximately $129,000,000 in total retail sales are leaking from the trade
area each year from the above noted industry groups. This means that
approximately 25% of the trade area’s retail sales are leaking each year.
This is considered the Retail Gap.
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The total annual demand for retail products and food by consumers living
in the trade area is $471,793,147, which is the trade area’s retail sales
potential or demand. The total annual sales for retail products and food in
the trade area is $531,596,281, which is the supply. This indicates that
$59,803,134 in retail sales are coming each year to the Big Rapids trade
area from customers living outside the Big Rapids trade area. Particular
attention should be paid to demand for local products coming from outside
the trade area. This means that the Big Rapids trade area is drawing over
11% of it’s total retail sales from outside the trade area. An inflow of
revenue from outside the trade area indicates the overall strength of the
Big Rapids retail marketplace and the inflow should be compounded if
possible.

Following are the reports that support these findings.
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